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Abstract—The approaching vision of the Future Internet and
the Internet of Things calls for new methods that would provide
a variety of roughly connected devices with a full networking
capabilities. These are expected to enable to communicate freely
and efficiently in diversified set-ups and configurations, which are
mobile and ad hoc in nature. One of the key challenges that needs
to be addressed is the aspect of self-configuration and unique
address assignment. To address this challenge we have proposed
a Neighbor Discovery++ protocol. In this paper we present our
recent study on the reliability of duplicate address detection with
our proposed solution. The evaluation is performed in realistic
mobile ad hoc network environment. We will also discuss on the
tradeoff between maximizing reliability and minimizing protocol
overhead. The results reveal that Neighbor Discovery++ is a good
basis for the stateless address auto-configuration services allowing
to achieve reliability close to 100% with very low overhead levels.

I. INTRODUCTION

The approaching vision of the Future Internet and the
Internet of Things (IoT) opens new communication endeavours
but also brings new challenges to the attention of the re-
searchers. Current realizations mostly concentrate on scenarios
where smart devices connect in a centralized manner with a
smartphone being a hub providing the Internet connectivity.
However, it is expected [1], [2] that next generation networks
will allow to go a step beyond and provide a variety of roughly
connected devices with full networking capabilities allowing
them to communicate freely and efficiently in diversified set-
ups and configurations.

There are, however, several challenges that need to be
addressed to approach the above vision. One of them is the as-
pect of self-configuration and IPv6-based Internet connectivity
which should be provided to the wide range of small, smart
devices and wearables in mobile ad hoc network (MANET)
set-ups. It is envisioned [2] that future IoT devices will be
able to configure themselves in a “plug-and-play” manner
with external configuration actions kept minimal or none.
Therefore, the aspects of address auto-configuration (AAC)
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become crucial in this context. In the future networks with
billions of roughly interconnected devices assigning a unique
address is not straightforward, even when exploiting IPv6
protocols. Hence, new control and configuration solutions are
needed to extend IPv6 [3]. In the demanding environment
of future innovative networks each new address has to be
verified [3], [4], since address duplications, even between more
distant nodes, can be very harmful for the whole network
configuration. The reliability of the duplicate address detection
procedure is thus of significant importance and should be duly
considered.

Current stateless address auto-configuration (SAA) solu-
tions for MANETs [5]–[11] are not sufficient to address the
above issues, since they either lack adequate scope (are limited
to 1-hop neighborhood of each node) [5], [6] or robustness and
efficiency [7]–[11]. This is particularly visible for large-scale
networks.

To address the above challenges of SAA in MANET
networks we have proposed a method of efficient duplicate
address detection (DAD) as an extension to one of the core
IPv6 protocols – Neighbor Discovery protocol [5], [6]. Our
solution – the Neighbor Discovery++ (ND++) [12]–[14] – is
targeted for diversified MANET networking environments and
provides enhanced address duplication capabilities enabling
to verify address uniqueness between more distant nodes.
Moreover, ND++ is capable of reacting to network changes and
keeping protocol overhead low, even in demanding networking
conditions.

In this paper we present our recent study on the reliability
of DAD in ND++. Verification of address uniqueness, being
performed through DAD procedure, is the key goal of ND++
protocol. Although ND++ reliability is close to 100% for
an ideal channel conditions, it drops in more realistic and
demanding networking environments. Therefore, we present
here the evaluation of 3 possible methods which increase the
probability of a successful duplication detection. We will also
elaborate on the tradeoff between increasing protocol reliability
and minimizing the imposed overhead. The obtained results
reveal the particular protocol set-up which allows for a du-
plication detection probability that can guarantee proper DAD
while keeping protocol overhead low even in the networks with
tens and hundreds of nodes. This makes ND++ an interesting
solution for future networking focused on the interconnection



of significant number of mobile, ad hoc devices into the
Internet of Things.

This paper is organized as follows: Section II presents
the related work and elaborates on the differences with our
proposed solution, Section III describes key mechanisms and
features of ND++ protocol and Section IV presents possible
enhancements to ND++ functionality. Finally the simulation
results are presented in Section V. Section VI concludes the
paper.

II. RELATED WORK

Considering the ND++ protocol and, in particular, the
aspects of its reliability, three key groups of reference work can
be distinguished as most relevant: 1) the reference IPv6 Neigh-
bor Discovery protocol, 2) enhancements to ND proposed to
address particular needs of MANETs and 3) extensions to
routing protocols proposed to address also auto-configuration
goals. All of them refer to the IPv6-based solutions.

Concerning 1) both the IPv6 ND protocol [6] and the IPv6
SAA procedure [5] were designed for fixed network envi-
ronments and therefore are limited in scope to the link-local
neighborhood. This means that they verify address uniqueness
only with “on link” direct neighbors leaving more distant
duplications unresolved. Such a situation is not acceptable
in MANETs. On a contrary ND++ has wider range covering
possibly a whole MANET domain.

The methods from the second group [7]–[11] are char-
acterized by relatively high protocol overhead and are not
always capable of being easily deployed with other commonly
used IPv6 solutions. Our solution, ND++, can control protocol
overhead and keep it at the very low level without the need
for external configuration nodes, as reported in [15]. We will
evaluate more on the relation between overhead and protocol
reliability in this paper. Moreover, ND++ is fully compliant
with IPv6 standards and backward compatibility with ND [6]
is ensured. The importance of this aspect is also depicted in [3].

Finally, the third group of solutions is focused on the
exploitation of OLSR routing protocol [11], [16]. We refer
to it, since both in our approach and in OLSR the concept
of Multipoint Relays (MPRs) is introduced. However, it is
argued [3], [4] that routing and AAC should be independent
processes and we follow this approach.

The broad comparison between ND++ and other related
works has been presented in [13]. Unfortunately, to the best of
our knowledge, none of the authors of reference works target-
ing MANET environment has published the results reflecting
the reliability of the proposed solution. Therefore, in the
process of evaluating the reliability of ND++, we will take on
an assumption that the reliability should be as close as possible
to 100%, with the acceptable deviation of 5-10%. DAD and
address uniqueness verification is one of the key networking
features and a reliability of this process is influencing many
other factors, one of them being routing. Hence, it should be
maximized as a top priority goal.

III. BASIC ND++ CONCEPT

ND++ protocol is aimed at providing DAD capabilities
to MANET nodes by extending the range of the Neighbor

Discovery protocol in order to cover the whole MANET
domain/subdomain, instead of just 1-hop neighborhood of
each node. However, with the extended range, the problem of
controlling the protocol overhead arises. It is challenging, since
AAC is typically the first action the network nodes undertake
when they start their operation and at that point unique and
confirmed node identifiers are not assigned yet. This prevents
the applicability of most flooding mechanisms which rely
on a high level structure of overlay nodes (e.g. the MDR
mechanism [17]) – due to the fact that these nodes cannot
be chosen without operational, unique node identifiers. To
address this challenge in ND++ we have proposed to modify
ND protocol in such a way that MPR mechanism from the
OLSR protocol [18] could be used as a means of restricting
unbounded flooding of multihop protocol messages. To the
best of our knowledge MPR mechanism is the only solution
applicable for being incorporated during SAA procedures.

The above approach is enabled by a 2-step DAD procedure,
which is the core part of ND++ [12], [13]. It is denoted
as DAD++ and is firstly performed in the range of 1-hop,
similarly as in the standard Neighbor Discovery. Secondly, the
procedure is repeated in the extended range of n hops covering
preferably whole MANET domain (n-DAD). Thus, n-DAD
is performed by means of sending a query for the address
of interest within a specified scope by means of a multihop
Neighbor Solicitation (mNS) messages [12], [13], which are
similar to the unicast NS messages [5], [6] used at the first
DAD++ step.

In the meantime, each node in the network collects infor-
mation about its 2-hop neighborhood by exchanging link-local
messages (1-hop scope) with its neighbors [12], [13]. Based
on these data it chooses Multipoint Relays (MPRs) – nodes
that will forward ND++ information on its behalf, following
the heuristic defined in [18] or its modified variant. We will
elaborate more on this aspect in Section IV. Having an address
verified as unique in the range of 1-hop (which is performed
at the first step of DAD++) is sufficient to perform both this
kind of information collection and MPR selection process.

Ones MPRs are chosen for each node, they are forwarding
packets from their MPR selectors. Our recent results sug-
gested [14], [15] that it should be mandatory with ND++
to detect by each forwarding node the copies of previously
forwarded messages and to suppress them. This enables to
control protocol overhead and to prevent unrestricted message
number increase with the protocol’s range increase. In this
paper we will present several means of restricting forwarding
of the copies of previous messages.

What is important to notice is that ND++ is aimed at
verification of address uniqueness, not at the SAA procedure
as a whole. Therefore, it is expected that ND++ will be com-
plemented by some additional prefix assignment mechanism
to complete SAA and provide each node with a routable IPv6
address.

IV. METHODS FOR INCREASING DAD RELIABILITY IN
REALISTIC MANET ENVIRONMENTS

Limiting the number of multicast mNS messages by sup-
pressing all the copies of previous messages during forwarding
led to the significant drop in the protocol overhead. It also



(a) Cross-Grid (16 nodes) (b) Uniform Disc (16 nodes)
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Fig. 1. Selected topologies with nodes marked, which are assigned duplicated addresses

allowed for achieving very good, stable and range-independent
overhead characteristics under ideal channel conditions [15].
The procedure was performed by inferring in each MPR node
that two messages having the same target address (i.e. the
address that is being verified), Random ID of the sending node
and sequence number are duplicated. We will reference this
scheme as a baseline solution further on. Such an approach led
to maximal overhead suppression and allowed for achieving
reliability of 98-100% for all investigated network sizes and
topologies in ideal channel conditions with no path loss and
path delay incorporated [19]. Hence, these values refer to the
theoretical protocol reliability which is influenced only by the
protocol characteristics and other artefacts that are still present
at the Internet layer of TCP/IP model (ICMP level).

In real MANET networks, however, many factors that
influence networking protocols are related to physical and
MAC layers – including, but not limiting to, channel char-
acteristics and MAC collision issues resulting often from the
hidden terminal problem (which cannot be easily dealt with
in case of multicast transmissions). Our investigations of the
ND++ reliability in realistic channel conditions exposed a
significant drop in the probability of successful duplication
detection to the level of approx. 70% and even below for some
topologies [19]. At this stage we have modelled the channel
as a log-distance path loss model. We have not taken fading
effects into consideration, since on one hand introducing fading
channel without the log-distance path loss have not influenced
the ND++ reliability and on the other hand fading channels
result in both signal degradation and gain. Gain, however, is
significantly influencing topology by adding temporary, new,
wide-range connections between nodes, whereas for the ND++
evaluation we have taken the objective to keep investigated
topologies as stable as possible.

In order to deal with the reliability decrease depicted above
we have proposed and investigated three methods for the
modification of a forwarding scheme:

• FRW_COUNT, which allows for a retransmission by
each MPR node of a specified number of copies at
most.

• NDAD_COUNT, which repeats the n-DAD query sev-
eral times, similarly to an approach proposed as op-
tional for basic ND protocol [5], [6], with a difference
that in ND++ we use it for the second DAD++
stage only. This approach has an advantage over
FRW_COUNT that in case a positive reply to DAD++

query is received (i.e. duplication was found), the next
trials for address verification are neglected. In such a
situation the overhead is diminished. Moreover, the
additional increased overhead (comparing to the base-
line solution) is spanned across wider timeframe than
in FRW_COUNT variant. However, this is performed
on the additional cost of the total time needed to
finish DAD++, which to some extend increases and
influences protocol latency.

• USE_SRC_ADDR – in this variant the detection of
copies of previously forwarded messages is done
based on the source address instead of a target address.
In the verification based on a target address two
messages that originated from the same source and
reached the current MPR via two different paths are
treated as duplicated and only one of them will be
forwarded further. The modification to source address
comparison enables to keep the multipath message
propagation – in the above case two messages from
different paths would have different source addresses
(since source address is changed during forwarding
to the forwarder main address) and are both to be
forwarded further. This way we exploit the advan-
tages of multipath propagation, which are particularly
important in MANET networks. However, it has to be
noticed that the overall protocol overhead is increased.

V. ND++ RELIABILITY EVALUATION

Below we present the simulation-based evaluation of the
three ND++ variants presented above and discuss their influ-
ence on both ND++ reliability (denoted as the probability of
successful duplication detection) as well as protocol overhead
and its latency expressed, following [4], as a node timeout to
obtain the IP address or to obtain the information that it is
already in use by another node (i.e. duplicated).

A. Simulation environment

The evaluation was performed in the NS-3 simulation
environment [20]. This simulator was chosen since it is one
of the biggest and best evolved simulators. It also has a very
good IPv6 stack implementation. Therefore we have decided
to select NS-3, however we have also been investigating
OMNET++ (for details please refer to [21]). An IPv6-only
MANET network was modelled in NS-3 with variable number
of nodes (16, 36 or 100 nodes). The wireless network was
configured as 802.11g network with OFDM mode at the rate



of 54Mbps to allow for a maximum throughput. We have
investigated 3 different topologies: predefined grid topologies
(including the variants with (Cross-Grid) and without (Grid)
diagonal connections) and a random node distribution on the
disc area (Uniform Disc). The grid-based topologies were
selected due to their deterministic characteristics allowing
for scaling them and thus for comparing results between
topologies with different number of nodes but with a similar
layout. The random Uniform Disc is a good representative of
random topologies, which allows to obtain connected graph
topologies regardless of node count with a straightforward
setup. Selected topologies are presented in Fig. 1. For the
protocol overhead experiments the 95% confidence intervals
of the t-Student distribution were monitored – the simulation
run was terminated when the half of the confidence interval
length was within 10% of the estimated average value. Initially
10 data points were collected for each averaged value, but this
number was increased if necessary to meet the 10% criterion.
For more details on the experiment organization please refer
to [14], [21].

B. Probability of successful DAD

For the purposes of evaluating ND++ reliability the inves-
tigated scenarios were reflecting a situation when a selected
node has been assigned a new address and was verifying its
uniqueness by means of ND++ DAD++ procedure [12], [13].
The new address is duplicated and already belongs to another
node in this network. These two nodes are selected so that
their distance (in terms of the number of hops) is possibly
large given particular topology (see Fig. 1). The reliability
experiments were performed with a 50 times repetition count –
each time a single query for a single address was sent and the
result was recorded as either “duplication detected – address
invalid” or “duplication not detected – address confirmed”.
As such the resulting probability levels (expressed in %) have
accuracy of 2%. The results were colected vs. the HopLimit
parameter specifying protocol’s range in terms of the number
of hops each multihop ND++ message can reach.

Our previous results on the probability of duplication
detection, reported briefly in [19], were affected by the simu-
lator misconfiguration issue which caused background MPR
selection overhead to raise significantly and was a source
of increased number of collisions, which are normally not
present. In this paper we not only provide updated results but,
moreover, investigate in more detail relationships influencing
ND++ reliability and present new findings and conclusions.

The new experiment results obtained under realistic chan-
nel conditions, described in more detail in Section IV, reveal
the drop in the overall performance (probability of successful
duplication detection) (please see Fig. 2 for reference). The
drop resulted in the probabilities of about 80-90% for Grid
and Uniform Disc topologies and even as low as approx.
60% for Cross-Grid topology. Approximately similar levels
are obtained regardless of a node count in the network,
which suggests that the reason for this effect is related to the
impact of channel drops and collisions on the fundamentals
of flooding processes. Interestingly, Cross-Grid topology was
giving the best results under ideal channel conditions (it
has small diameter, short end-to-end paths, only few MPRs).
Though, our detailed analysis has shown that the particular

Fig. 2. Probability of successful duplication detection during single DAD++
query for a single address vs. HopLimit in a 100 node network for selected
topologies – comparison between ideal and realistic channel

characteristic of this topology, which made it very successful
in ideal conditions, is the source of its performance drop in
realistic conditions. In this topology during MPR selection
procedure the nodes connected through diagonal links become
preferred by the MPR selection algorithm because they provide
connection to many other nodes (especially for the nodes at the
edge of the network). However, these connections are weak,
since the wifi signal strength is counter-proportional to the
node distance. As such connections with the MPRs, which are
the most crucial for successful flooding, are composed of the
weak links on which the drops are likely to occur. This effect
can corrupt the MPR-based flooding if there are not many
MPRs in a network.

In Fig. 3 we present selected results for a 100 node network
depicting probability of successful duplication detection as a
function of a HopLimit parameter in each of the 3 investi-
gated flooding variants (NDAD_COUNT, FRW_COUNT and
USE_SRC_ADDR). NDAD_COUNT was performed with 2
consecutive repetitions of n-DAD, similarly to FRW_COUNT,
which allowed for maximum 2 copies of each packet. For
Cross-Grid topology additional result is given with the values
of 3 instead of 2 for NDAD_COUNT and FRW_COUNT
accordingly. USE_SRC_ADDR variant does not have any
parametrized features, however it can be combined with one of
the other two approaches. We have investigated several options
with a goal to reach performance of 90% and above.

Each of the investigated flooding modifications led to the
better ND++ performance, in terms of reliability assessment, in
each of the investigated topologies and network sizes. How-
ever, the Cross-Grid topology required more effort in order
to achieve duplication detection probabilities at the levels ex-
ceeding 90% – NDAD_COUNT with 3 consecutive repetitions
of n-DAD. FRW_COUNT variant, even while allowing for 3
copies of each packet, did not manage to reach this thresh-
old. Similar conclusions can be drown for USE_SRC_ADDR
variant. For Grid and Uniform Disc the results close to 100%
were achievable for both NDAD_COUNT and FRW_COUNT
with the parameter of 2 (as specified above).

Comparing the 3 proposed flooding restriction variants
it can be concluded that USE_SRC_ADDR was not able to
meet our goals and cannot be used as a standalone ND++
option, only as possible supporting solution to one of the other
two investigated methods. Moreover, NDAD_COUNT variant
provided the best results in all investigated topologies and



(a) NDAD_COUNT (b) FRW_COUNT (c) USE_SRC_ADDR

Fig. 3. Probability of successful duplication detection during single DAD++ query for a single address vs. HopLimit in a 100 node network with realistic
channel – comparison between NDAD_COUNT, FRW_COUNT and USE_SRC_ADDR variants

Fig. 4. Number of mNS messages generated during DAD++ in realistic
environment with a single duplication in a network vs. HopLimit for 100-
node network

network sizes with excellent results for Grid and Uniform
Disc topologies at the levels of almost 100% even in 100-node
network. It also provided very good results for the Cross-Grid
topology with number of consecutive n-DAD trials increased
to 3. Considering these findings and the benefits of this solution
over FRW_COUNT depicted in Section IV, we recommend to
use this option as a standard ND++ behaviour. The number
of consecutive trials may be a configurable parameter which
could be set accordingly considering the particular network
type and topology under consideration.

Interestingly, NDAD_COUNT with 2 n-DAD trials com-
bined with USE_SRC_ADDR option gave the results similar
to NDAD_COUNT with 3 n-DAD trials for each network size
and Cross-Grid topology. However, it seams that the features
of NDAD_COUNT method allowing to finish DAD++ earlier
if the positive reply is received would possibly allow for
achieving better overhead levels in practical solutions, hence
we recommend this solution as preferable.

C. Protocol overhead and latency

While assessing ND++ reliability and possible methods for
its improvement it is also important to investigate the protocol
overhead imposed by each of the proposed methods. For
this purpose we have simulated ND++ in realistic networking
conditions in a similar scenarios as depicted above. For each
experiment we have measured a number of mNS messages
generated in the entire network during a full DAD++ query
for a single IPv6 address. A single duplication was present

in a network – as such the total ND++ overhead generated
in the address query would be approximately twice the one
obtained for mNS messages (mNS are used to send an address
query, similar mechanism is used to send a reply, but multihop
Neighbor Advertisement messages are sent [12], [13]). The
results were obtained with the accuracy control method similar
to the one presented in [14], with an exception for the
NDAD_COUNT case, where the total overhead values may
vary significantly when the duplication is detected fast and
remaining n-DAD trials are neglected. In such a case accuracy
control could not be operational, since the diversity of the
results in principle can be high. However, to ensure reliability
of the results, 30 similar trials are averaged to obtain final
estimated values, while in most cases with accuracy control
10 trials are enough.

The results reveal more diversity than the ones for an
ideal channel conditions, mentioned in [15], however the
general upper-bounded characteristic is kept and the curves
are approximately linear for the HopLimit values large enough
to cover whole MANET network. In Fig. 4 we present an
exemplary comparison of the overhead estimation for a se-
lected 100-node Cross-Grid topology – the most demanding
among the investigated cases. The comparison is made be-
tween baseline protocol setup, NDAD_COUNT variant with
3 trials, FRW_COUNT variant with 3 duplications allowed
and a combination of USE_SRC_ADDR and NDAD_COUNT
variant with 2 trials. The findings reveal that a standalone
NDAD_COUNT variant generates much less overhead than
a combined NDAD_COUNT and USE_SRC_ADDR solution,
which confirms our suggestion from Section V-B to select
NDAD_COUNT as a standard ND++ behaviour.

In diversified network types and sizes the evaluation of the
ND++ overhead has shown that NDAD_COUNT is the best
option not only concerning the probability of duplication de-
tection but also the message count. In general, achieved results
do not exceed approx. 170 mNS messages per whole DAD++
procedure in a 100-node network (for Grid topology, compar-
ing to about 90 frames in the baseline scenario). This level
corresponds to approx. 20kB of total traffic leading to 200B
(1.6kbits) per node, which is a very good result. Other variants
generate higher overhead, especially USE_SRC_ADDR gener-
ates on average twice the traffic of NDAD_COUNT variant.
This holds true for all network sizes and topologies.

One possible concern with the NDAD_COUNT option is



the aspect of the protocol latency. While n-DAD queries are
repeated several times in this approach the total time needed
for ND++ to verify the address increases. Typically with
each trial it increases for the time specified as the value of
NDAD_RETRANS_TIMER, which is a configurable parameter.
In the investigated ND++ set-up it is set to 1s. Hence with
each new n-DAD trial DAD++ is prolonged for an additional
1s at most (if a reply with information about duplicated
address arrives, it is shorter). Whole DAD++ in the current
set-up takes minimum 5s and maximum 7s for Cross-Grid
topology and 3 consecutive n-DAD trials. These values could
be smaller, since they are all based on configurable parameters.
In the currently investigated scenarios latency was not critical,
however if shorter DAD++ times are required, it is possible
to achieve it with ND++ on the cost of additional overhead
for MPR selection traffic. This is due to the fact that MPR
messages have to be exchanged fast enough to enable for MPR
selection within the timeframes specified by DAD++ scheduled
procedures. For the currently investigated scenarios the ND++
latency seems to be sufficient, especially taking into account
that the valid link-local address can be confirmed within the
time of 1s, right after 1-hop DAD procedure is finalized.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

The presented research was aimed at evaluation and selec-
tion of one of the ND++ flooding variants that would ensure
protocol reliability in realistic MANET environments while
keeping protocol overhead low. Among three investigated op-
tions (NDAD_COUNT, FRW_COUNT and USE_SRC_ADDR)
the NDAD_COUNT variant was assessed as the best solution
providing a good balance between maximizing ND++ reliabil-
ity and minimizing overhead and protocol latency. In the opti-
mal set-up it allowed to achieve reliability levels between 90%
and 100% with the overhead not exceeding approximately two
messages per node (four in case of the presence of duplication
in a network), which is a very good result. NDAD_COUNT
variant can be parametrized in order to address the needs
of particular network environments. Our findings present that
in most cases repeating n-DAD query for an address for 2
times is enough. The obtained ND++ message count is low
enough to allow for even higher settings without the concern
of generating too much protocol overhead, which could have
negative impact on the other network functions. Hence, it
can be observed that the reliability levels are asymptotically
approaching 100% with the increased number of n-DAD trials
needed to finalize DAD++ procedure. However, the protocol
latency should be also considered while increasing the number
of mandatory n-DAD trials, since significant values could lead
to undesirable increase in protocol latency. In general the
properties of ND++ with the NDAD_COUNT option included
make it a very good solution addressing the needs of many
diversified practical MANET set-ups. Therefore, we would see
it as a good basis for building self-configuration services for
the Future Internet and the Internet of Things.
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